














This page is slightly corrected for clearer understanding  (edited and added 2015) 
 
B3. Towards a dynamic model 

We use a tree model to show the organization of our (human) NS but to arrive at it we have to turn the 
basic sensori-motor (or kin-esthetic) loop/circuit on its head.   
Showing the circuit “upside down” is defamiliarizing but at the same time it can help by the tree analogy – a 
fountain would do even better, by adding the temporal domain:  
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Fig.10. 

The stem is the main motor output of the CNS/brain, the corticospinal tract leaving the head through the 
occipital foramen (in reality “down”wards) into the vertebrate column. In each intervertebral joint motor 
nerves sprout to the side innervating the arms and legs – thereby spreading out to the physical world, 
towards objects etc.  
Touching means the objects push back, and this ”echo” of the motor pulses “comes back” through the skin 
- now called sensory stimuli (see dropping arrows!) - and from the skin these converge towards the 
vertebral column. Running alongside the outgoing motor fibres, but backwards, the lemnisci (sensory 
bundles) enter as part of the spine’s medulla the foramen, go to the thalamus and then spread into the 
CNS, its cortical areas. 
“Cognition work” begins within the network between incoming sensory patterns feeding into association 
centers, then converging at the (pre-) motor centres to be released as the outgoing motor patterns.  
The senses feed and canalize/constrain behaviour, but some of the sensory patterns “metamorphose” into 
motor ones – a sensorimotor short circuit, (for) rash action, happening in “mirror”- cells... 

The spreading and convergence are aspects which in a diagram can only be shown if it were 
four-dimensional: the self-channeling function can be drawn schematically, Fig. 11. 
The fountain-metaphor is poor because some important senses are more linear than surface-
like (e.g. the labyrinth), and nothing is explained on how motor patterns can be constrained by 
counter-flowing sensory ones. Actually, there is an area where interaction takes place: 
the reticulo-thalamo-cortical system. Multiple interactions by "circuits within the circuit" are 

 





















This page can help understanding the following illustration (edited and added 2015) 

 
B3. Towards a dynamic model 
 
We use a tree model to show the organization of our (human) NS but to arrive 
at it we have to turn the basic sensori-motor (or kin-esthetic) loop/circuit on its 
head.   
Showing the circuit “upside down” is defamiliarizing but at the same time it can 
help by the tree analogy – a fountain would do even better, by adding the 
temporal domain:  
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Fig. 11 
 

The stem is the main motor output of the CNS/brain, the corticospinal tract 
leaving the head through the occipital foramen (in reality “down”wards) into the 
vertebrate column. In each intervertebral joint motor nerves sprout to the side 
innervating the arms and legs – thereby spreading out to the physical world, 
towards objects etc.  
Touching means the objects push back, and this ”echo” of the motor pulses 
“comes back” through the skin - now called sensory stimuli (see dropping 
arrows!) - and from the skin these converge towards the vertebral column. 
Running alongside the outgoing motor fibres, but backwards, the lemnisci 
(sensory bundles) enter as part of the spine’s medulla the foramen, go to the 
thalamus and then spread into the CNS, its cortical areas. 
“Cognition work” begins within the network between incoming sensory 
patterns feeding into association centers, then converging at the (pre-) motor 
centres to be released as the outgoing motor patterns.  
The senses feed and canalize/constrain behaviour, but some of the sensory 
patterns “metamorphose” into motor ones – a sensorimotor short circuit, (for) 
rash action, happening in “mirror”- cells... 




